Key to TOPAS reliability is that dramatically different simulation projects are all built with the exact same compiled code. The user doesn't have to write this code or even have detailed understanding of Geant4. What is different from one example to the next is the set of "parameter files". These files specify everything: geometry, particle source, fields, motion, scoring, graphical output and physics settings. The system allows parameters to be organized into multiple files to specify default, institutional, working group and individual parameter settings in a convenient hierarchical structure. Parameter files follow an easy to use syntax, yet provide many levels of cross-checks to protect against errors.
. UCSF proton beam line for eye treatment as built in TOPAS. Exit-window (X), wire chamber (WC), ion chambers (IC), rotating propeller (Prop), collimators (Coll), water column (H2O), particle trajectories (protons blue, electrons red). 
